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Abstract: Underwater sensor networks (USNs) have many challenges in terms of determining network information. One of the challenges is determining 3D position coordinates of the sensor nodes in real-time in the aquatic environment. In this work, experiments have been conducted by deploying sensor nodes underwater at a shallow depth. As a case study, sensors have been used to sense water temperature and transmit to anchor (sink) node in a multi-hop fashion. Hardware experiments have been successfully conducted for localization and data transmission and results stored in industrial cloud platform smartcore for any further requirements. NS-3 with Aqua-3D - an Aqua-Sim network simulator has the required modules to visualize 3D Underwater Sensor Network. Simulation results show that 3D network visualization and node localization is obtained accurately. The Aqua-3D results are compared with the GPS coordinate values for localization accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Water constitutes 70% of the earth's surface. As such, it provides natural resources and is also an essential mode of civilian and military transportation. Therefore, UWSNs can be used for applications such as fish finding, seismic monitoring of oil fields, detecting submarines, monitoring pollution and assisted navigation [1]. These sensor nodes are deployed underwater to obtain required information. The sensor nodes can either be stationary or mobile and can be performed to transmit information using acoustic wireless connectivity [2]. However, acoustic communication has several challenges, one of them being the range of communication. Therefore, nodes are deployed over a wide area to have recursive communication. There is the movement of sensor nodes that occurs with the ocean currents affecting signal transmission. The performance of the sensor network may be affected by other numerous factors such as the temperature of water, signal attenuation, water dynamics and noise. The characteristics of Underwater Sensor Networks are fundamentally different from that of terrestrial networks. Finding the location of every sensor in UWSNs is a significant challenge. Therefore, this work proposes to provide a more accurate view of the network and localization accuracy.

To obtain 2D localization [3] values, the process of localization is less complicated and requires less time and energy. This process provides low accuracy in water environments. Lot of research is going on to obtain 3D localization of UWSN. A 3D underwater sensor network animator called Aqua-3D has been designed by Matthew et. al. [4]. This visualization tool can read trace files, which can be generated by an existing UWSN simulator or from field test experiments and animate the simulations in full 3D graphics. The accuracy of Aqua-3D's visualizations have been verified through test scenarios generated from field tests. Aqua-3D is a robust visualization tool with the ability to correctly visualize trace files of underwater network simulations while providing several additional features [5].

In this work, NS 3 with Aqua-3D simulation has been used to view 3D UWSN and perform localization. Also, hardware experiments have been conducted to localize and transmit data information for UWSN to a cloud platform. The further sections of this paper have section-II briefing about 3D visualization/ simulations, section-III with the experimentation details followed by conclusion.

II. 3D VISUALIZATION USING AQUA-3D

Aqua-3D (NAM) is a 3D network visualization tool used for visualizing underwater simulations. Aqua-3D [4] has been developed as an alternative to Aqua-Sim network simulator (NS-2 based) and it is used to simulate underwater acoustic networks. Aqua-3D has data manager CCP tool with built-in functions using which a waterbed environment can be created. Fig. 1 shows the flow chart of the localization process using Aqua-3D. In the deployed network [6], clusters are formed each with an anchor node as cluster head that knows its position coordinates apriori and has the highest battery power. The other non-localized nodes in the cluster are localized using recursive localization with anchor node position as reference. Clusters are given ID numbers based on their position in the 3D environment. For example cluster having x,y,z polarity values as +++ is given ID 1, x,y,z polarity values as +++ is given ID 2 and so on. For simulation experiments, maximum of 8 clusters is considered. Each node position is finally determined in terms of x,y,z coordinates. Data manager stores the location values of sensor nodes recursively, and these values can be seen in the node details window.
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In case there is change in the network topology because of node movements, localization procedure is repeated beginning with cluster formation.

![Flowchart of the Localization Process](image)

**Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Localization Process**

NS-3 is used for simulator node deployment and network animator tool Aqua-3D for 3D visualization and localization coordinates. Table-I shows the simulation parameters considered for Aqua-3D simulations. Fig. 2 shows the 3D model of the deployed UWSN.

### Table-I: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D boundary</td>
<td>400m<em>400m</em>400m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of nodes</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of clusters</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node IDs</td>
<td>Node 0 to Node 79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Network grid with sensor nodes](image)

**Fig. 3. Network grid with sensor nodes**

The deployed nodes are then grouped into 8 clusters, each cluster having a finite number of nodes. The node with the highest battery power is considered as the anchor nodes designated with node numbers 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70. For clarity, the various nodes are differentiated in the grid using different size, shape and colour, as indicated in Fig. 4. The node ID details such as node position, velocity, and stop time of the simulation, can be seen in the node details window in Fig. 4 (a), 4 (b) and 4 (c).

![Sensor node details](image)

**Fig. 4. Sensor node details**

After setting the environment details, using data manager CCP tool, water environment is created. Fig. 3 shows the 3D network grid having the deployed nodes. During simulation, nodes are initiated to move randomly in the water environment.

In the first cluster, node 0 is an anchor node with the coordinates (35.00,113.00,107.00).
During simulation, though all the sensor nodes move randomly in the grid structure, anchor nodes are static as shown in Fig. 5. The anchor nodes exchange information with other nodes in the cluster. Also, the time information for each node deployed can be observed.

Subsequently, the location of the non-localized nodes gets updated recursively as in Fig. 6. For example, if node 69 is considered, initially, it was at position \((-48.00,-116.00,103.00)\). After 30 seconds of simulation time, the position gets updated to \((296.22,220.14,54.00)\) and so on. The non-localized node is successfully localized, and 3D coordinates are obtained.

The anchor node fetches its position coordinates from GPS and interacts with the non-localized nodes. The 3D coordinates are iteratively determined for the 6 sensor nodes deployed underwater. As a case study for data transmission in the network, temperature sensors have been placed in the non-localized node. Over the network of non-localized nodes, 3D localization performed helps in routing the data. The water temperature is measured and transmitted to the anchor node. The temperature values is stored in the cloud and updated once in every 1 hour that can be retrieved for analysis.

Experiments have been conducted by deploying the non-localized nodes underwater to a depth of 1-4 meters and anchor node placed on the surface of the water body. We have used a Linux operating system with a 2GB graphics card for uninterrupted simulation. It is also installed with all the required software including VNC Viewer to act as an anchor node. The non-localized anchor node has the following hardware components interconnected, as shown in Fig. 7. It consists of:

a. Raspberry Pi 3 b+

b. A TFT display to observe the output offshore.
nc. A GPS module for obtaining the 3D coordinates.
d. Temperature sensor named DHT-11.
e. Battery (Power Bank).

This whole setup is placed in IP67 rated electrically harnessed waterproof enclosure.

The block diagram shown in Fig. 8 gives a pictorial description of the complete experimental setup. Fig. 9 shows the deployed UWSN test bed in the swimming pool of our institution.
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The Flow chart shown in Fig. 10 describes the experimental procedure and working of the sensor network.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 10. Python program workflow in Raspbian OS**

Python programming used for temperature date measurement and storage in the ‘smartcore’ cloud. Header format used is as shown in Fig. 11.

**Fig. 11. Data Structure for SmartCore Cloud**

Table-II shows the parameters considered for 3D visualization and localization using Aqua-3D simulator.

**Table-II: Hardware Implementation Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pool Boundary</td>
<td>20m<em>8m</em>3.6m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of nodes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of clusters</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node IDs</td>
<td>Node 0 to Node 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimentation is conducted for the above mentioned parameters and response of the GPS is recorded. Since we know the actual length, breadth and depth of the placed sensor nodes, the same information is recorded and simulations is run with Aqua-3D for exact coordinate values.

Fig. 12 shows the display of 3D coordinate node information, namely latitude, longitude and depth and also the temperature measured at the anchor node. Also, the same information is updated in the smartcore cloud. Also, the GPS values are observed using VNC viewer.

**Fig. 12. 3D coordinates and temperature obtained for the non-localized sensor node**

For example, the GPS coordinates obtained can be observed to be Latitude as 12.99, Longitude as 76.10 and depth -2.95276 (0.9 meters) with water temperature of 24°C.

These data values are scaled and stored in the cloud through the anchor node. GPS coordinate values are compared with 3D values obtained with Aqua-3D simulation. The Table-III shows the Latitude, Longitude and Depth values obtained from Aqua-3D simulation and hardware components. For convenience, the values for latitude and longitude is scaled, and the coordinate values are rounded off to the first decimal place.
Table-III: Latitude, Longitude and Depth Values of Aqua-3D and GPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node IDs</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aqua-3D</td>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-36.6</td>
<td>-36.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-55.5</td>
<td>-55.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-80.6</td>
<td>-80.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Difference in values for latitude and longitude is minimal. However, as the depth increases, the difference (error) in depth values is increasing, as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Comparative analysis of Aqua-3D and GPS measurements

The error gets increased as the depth increases probably because radio frequency GPS signals get attenuated underwater.

IV. CONCLUSION

Aqua-3D simulator is a useful tool that provides 3D coordinates of sensor nodes underwater. Experiments have been successfully conducted to obtain 3D coordinates of the underwater sensor nodes. The temperature data obtained is transmitted successfully to anchor nodes for analyzing and storage in smartcore cloud platform. Aqua-3D values are compared with the GPS values for latitude, longitude values but difference in the depth values increases with increase in the depth probably because of attenuation of GPS values.
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